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Dr William TOBIN

Some of today’s words & expressions
telescope

    spectrograph
    refraction, dispersion
    chromatic aberration
    achromatic doublet
    resolution
    exoplanets
    



  

The Telescope

Very distant                                                … is imaged in 
object ...                                                          the focal plane

● Can examine the
   image with an eyepiece
●  Record it with a photographic

 plate or electronic detector
●  Use a spectrograph or other

 instrument to analyze the light 



  

● Can examine the
   image with an eyepiece 

Upright
view

Upside-down
view



  

●  Record it with a photographic 
  plate or electronic detector 

Measuring
machine

Data
directly
to
computer



  

●  Use a spectrograph or other
 instrument to analyze the light 

refraction
(bending)

&
dispersion
(splitting

into colours)

(University of
Wisconsin
observatory)



  

Chromatic aberration and the achromatic doublet
to do with 
  colours

a =
without

image
defect

in two
 parts

chromatic
aberration

achromatic
   doublet



  

 Easy way to avoid chromatic aberration – 
             use a mirror to collect the light

   Refraction angle depends on the colour of light
   but all rays reflect by the same angle 

Hubble Space Telescope
2.4-metre diamater mirror

May need a secondary mirror to
move focus out of incoming beam



  

Two important properties of a telescope

● Collects more light
so can see fainter
objects

● Shows more detail (‘more resolution’)
 Magnification is pointless otherwise

Day or Night



  

It seems the telescope was invented in 1608 
by Hans Lippershey, a Dutch spectacle-maker 

Claims that his children noted that two lenses put
together would magnify are fanciful.  This property 
was already known, but lenses were so poor that 
no new details appeared.
    What Lippershey probably did was use only the better
central parts of his best lenses.  Then the telescope
did show extra details.  



  

Two ‘what if ?’ questions

● Spectacles invented by 1275.  What if 
telescope had been invented in 1508, or 
1408, or 1308...?

● Paper, gunpowder, compass for 
navigation,  movable type invented in 
China several centuries before they 
appeared in Europe.  What if China had 
invented electronics, the digital 
computer, the smartphone... several 
centuries ago? 



  

Can only support a lens from its edge. 
It inevitably sags under its own weight.
A mirror can be supported all over its back

World’s biggest optical telescopes:

1-m diameter lens
Yerkes Observatory
USA

10.4-m diameter mirror
Canary islands, Spain



  
Primarily, big optical telescopes collect more light



  

FAST  Tianyan 天眼 
(Five-hundred-meter-Aperture Spherical Telescope) 

Ghizou Province

A radiotelescope.
Operating range
70 MHz to 3 GHz 
(4.3 to 0.10 m) 

D ~300 m
R ~ 0.014 
     to 0.0004 rad  

Dish completed in late 2016.   
Two new pulsars discovered soon after 
(spin periods 0.59 & 1.83 s)



  

30/40-metre optical telescopes planned 
                or under construction

USA, China, India, 
Japan, Canada

Europe, 
Australia

USA, Brazil, 
Australia, Korea

Scientific
goal:

studying
exoplanets
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